Paris, 23 November 2017
Venue: OME, 32 bis Boulevard Haussmann, 75009 Paris

Following the success of its workshop on LNG trends in December 2016, the OME is
organizing, jointly with the Moroccan Fédération de l’Energie, a second edition to present an
overview of global and regional recent developments in the LNG industry, and to discuss
possible future trends.
Over the past few years, the natural gas industry, and in particular the LNG industry,
experienced remarkable growth and transformations. And the gas/LNG markets continue to
change rapidly. Many new LNG projects are keep coming on stream. But these additional
volumes of LNG are becoming available at a time when the LNG market is already well
supplied. This LNG surplus has a direct impact on price formation and contracts, which
attract new LNG-importing countries but also discourage new upstream investment.
How will the LNG market evolve in the future? Are investments in new LNG supply
infrastructures at risk? Will new LNG customers turned into long-term consumers? How will
pricing mechanism further adapt? What is/will be the strategy of exporting
companies/countries in this fast evolving environment? How all these will affect gas
consumers/Europe? What are the opportunities for LNG in the transport sector?
The objective of the OME Workshop is to answer those specific questions, and to aim at
vibrant discussions with distinguished speakers around the topics that matter in the LNG
industry today and in the future. The workshop is also an opportunity for mutual knowledge
and information exchange as well as networking.
The workshop is organized within the framework of the OME Energy in the Mediterranean
(ENERMED) training programme. It is designed for all audience: from experts, engineers,
economists, energy and policy analysts, to middle- to senior-level managers, from both public
and private actors. The success of previous workshops confirms OME’s ambition to be a
privileged venue for meeting and to give participants, a network to share expertise and best
practices on the main aspects of energy in the Euro-Mediterranean region.

09:30 -09:45

Reception of participants

09:45 -09:55

Welcome by Houda Ben Jannet Allal, General Director, OME

09:55 -10:00

Greetings by Rachid Idrissi Kaitouni, President, Moroccan Fédération de
l’Energie

10:00 -10:45

The main trends driving LNG markets by Rodrigo Pinto Scholtbach and
Jaime Gonzales-Puelles Ferrin, IEA, Senior Gas Experts, International
Energy Agency

10:45 -11:30

LNG in the Mediterranean Basin by Vincent Demoury, General Delegate,
GIIGNL

11:30 -12:15

Views from the industry - LNG markets: trends & uncertainties by Laurent
David, Head of Economic Research, Global LNG, ENGIE

12:15 -14:00

Networking Lunch

14:00 -14:45

Views from the industry - Global LNG trends by Daniel Gomez Benusiglio,
LNG Supply, Gas Natural Fenosa

14:45 -15:30

Views from the industry – Shell outlook for LNG market developments by
Fabrice Fortin, Business Strategy & Portfolio Manager Integrated Gas,
SHELL

15:30 -16:15

Views from the industry – Gas: recent developments and prospects by
Nathalie Dorne, Head of Strategy, Gas, Renewable & Power branch,
TOTAL

16:15 -16:25

Wrap-up by Sohbet Karbuz, Hydrocarbons Director, OME
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